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The influence of first language on 
the processing of wh-movement
in English as a second language
Alan Juffs University of Pittsburgh

Adult learners of English as a second language who speak Chinese
(n � 30), Japanese (n � 28) or Spanish (n � 46) as a first language
(L1), and a comparison group of native speakers (n � 22) read sen-
tences that contain: (a) ungrammatical wh-extractions that violate
island constraints; and (b) grammatical long-distance Subject and
Object extractions from finite and nonfinite clauses. Word-by-word
reading times for each sentence were collected using the self-
paced reading technique. Results suggest that the presence or
absence of wh-movement in the L1 and the headedness of the verb
phrase in the L1 are unable to explain all of the variation between
the nonnative speaker groups. Severe garden path effects were
observed in Subject extractions from finite clauses, but not in
extractions from nonfinite clauses, suggesting that two finite verbs
next to one another may be an important factor in causing parsing
break-down. Individual variation in reading time was not pre-
dictable from measures of reading span or word span in either the
first or second language.

I Introduction

The distinction between the steady-state grammar (competence) and the
way the grammar is put to use (performance) is central to the generative
approach to linguistics. Comprehension constitutes performance in that
the hearer or reader must assign a structure to words/morphemes that is
compatible with the grammar, or competence. This process is termed
parsing. A complex relationship exists between the grammar and the
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parser (e.g., Crain and Fodor, 1985; Gibson, 1998; Pritchett, 1992a),
and many questions about this relationship remain unresolved (e.g.,
Frazier and Clifton, 1996; Gibson and Schütze, 1999; Grodner et al.,
2003). However, it is now well established that native speakers of a lan-
guage parse incoming strings incrementally; that is, they do not wait for
several words and then create a structure as was previously believed
(e.g., Fodor, 1978), but instead they immediately assign a place in a
structure being built to each word (Tanenhaus et al., 1989). In experi-
mental processing research which is based on the principles and para-
meters theory of competence (Chomsky, 1981; 1986), it has been
claimed that empty categories have the same status as words in that
they must also be assigned a position in the structure being built
(Stowe, 1986; Bever and McElree, 1988; for recent data supporting the
psychological reality of traces, see Nakano et al., 2002).

The field of second language acquisition has focused on comprehen-
sion performance because comprehension plays a central role in mak-
ing data available to the learner about the structural properties of the
target language (e.g., Krashen, 1987). Second language researchers
have long understood that the primary linguistic data (PLD) that learn-
ers receive do not necessarily become ‘intake’ leading to the develop-
ment of second language (L2) competence (Corder, 1982). With this
problem in mind, VanPatten has developed a technique of instruction
based on ‘input processing’ which fosters a specific kind of comprehen-
sion, which, he claims, is necessary and sufficient for the development
of L2 competence (VanPatten, 1996; 2002; see also DeKeyser et al.,
2002). Given this central theoretical and pedagogical role of compre-
hension in classroom L2 development, it is surprising that relatively
little research exists into exactly how L2 speakers comprehend sen-
tences in their L2 as they actually listen or read word by word
(Sharwood-Smith, 1993). This gap in understanding is now being filled
(Fender, 2001; Juffs, 2001).

While the relationship between formalisms that describe competence,
on the one hand, and principles of parsing, on the other, is controver-
sial, this article assumes that there is in fact a clear relationship. Perhaps
even more controversially, I will assume that the null hypothesis is that
linguistic principles developed to describe competence are valuable in
investigating incremental parsing decisions (Weinberg, 1999; Juffs
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2004). This position does not exclude an important role for discourse
context, real-world knowledge, lexical information and other factors,
but it does permit the use of formalisms developed to describe linguis-
tic competence to be directly applied to the investigation of linguistic
performance. One major advantage of formalisms is that they permit
precise predictions concerning the time course of processing, whereas
other approaches as yet lack such precision or ‘granularity’ (Hsiao and
Gibson, 2003: 15).

In this context, Juffs and Harrington (1995; 1996) used the moving
window technique (Just et al., 1982) to develop a better understanding
of a phenomenon that Schachter and Yip (1990) and White and Juffs
(1998) had noticed in their investigations of L2 knowledge of con-
straints on wh-movement.1 Specifically, White and Juffs (1998) found
that Chinese learners were more accurate at judging grammatical long-
distance Object extraction, as in (1a), than grammatical long-distance
Subject extraction, as in (1b).

1) a. What does Mary believe John teaches ——? (Object extraction)
b. Who does Mary believe —— teaches linguistics? (Subject extraction)

In a follow-up study, Juffs and Harrington (1995) showed that a word-
by-word reading profile of sentences such as (1b), which had been used
in earlier research, showed a dramatic increase in the time taken to read
the verb ‘teaches’, the location of the Subject gap. They concluded that
the results supported the hypothesis that a parsing deficit (perfor-
mance), rather than a competence deficit, was the source of lower accu-
racy on Subject extractions compared to Object extractions. However,
they also pointed out that it was necessary to validate the results by
replication, and that data from speakers of other first languages was
necessary.

The aims of this article are modest given theoretical developments in
theory (Chomsky, 1995; Weinberg, 1999), and in comparison with first
language (L1) psycholinguistic research (e.g., Nakano et al., 2002;
Hsiao and Gibson, 2003). The first goal is a replication of Juffs and
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Harrington (1995) with another group of Chinese-speaking learners, as
well as groups of Japanese-speaking and Spanish-speaking learners. In
addition, measures of working memory are included to address the
issue of individual variation within the groups. The article is organized
as follows. First, a more detailed review of the parsing framework
assumed in the article is provided. An experiment that investigates the
effect of L1 on processing wh-movement in English as a second lan-
guage is reported, and the results are discussed with reference to other
recent research.

II The grammar and the parser

This article reports on the processing performance of nonnative speak-
ers with grammatical and ungrammatical wh-movement within the
general framework of Pritchett (1992a). This framework remains
compatible with Minimalist approaches to linguistic competence
(Weinberg, 1999; Juffs, 2004).2 Pritchett’s claim, in (2), is that as a sen-
tence is constructed each principle of the grammar is satisfied as early
as possible.

2) (Syntactic) parsing is the local application of global grammatical principles.
(Pritchett, 1992a). This can be paraphrased as follows: As each word comes
through the parser, try to interpret fully the local string, i.e., take it as a complete
sentence, and satisfy Theta attachment, Case, Binding, etc. as early as possible.

In order to make this statement more concrete, consider the parsing
decisions required to assign structure to the sentence in (3a), which con-
tains a wh-Subject extracted out of a finite clause. (Less important
details are omitted for clarity.)

3) a. Who does Jane believe —— likes her friend?
b. Whoi did Jane believe ti? (matrix Object trace)
c. Whoi did Jane believe [IP ti likes] (first reanalysis)
d. Whoi did Jane believe [IP ti likes her (friend)] (end parse)

In (3b) the wh-phrase ‘who’ is encountered first. The wh-phrase permits
the parser to construct a CP because the grammar contains the information
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that wh-phrases can occur in the clause initial Spec of CP position. (The
CP is the locus of the [ �Strong] wh-feature in English.) As soon as 
the wh-phrase is identified, the parser seeks a possible gap, which is the
location of the trace of the moved wh-phrase. In (3b) the Subject posi-
tion of the matrix clause is quickly unavailable, hence the parser posits
a gap in the matrix Object position, so that the wh-phrase is licensed by
receiving Case and a theta role through an A-bar chain from the trace
that is governed by the verb ‘believe’. In this way, all principles of the
grammar are satisfied locally as soon as is possible: the theta criterion
is satisfied and the wh-phrase is licensed for visibility by the Case
assignment from the matrix verb. However, on encountering the verb
‘likes’, the parse of the gap as the matrix Object is no longer viable
because ‘likes’ is a finite verb with two theta roles to be discharged. In
order to satisfy the theta requirements of both ‘believe’ and ‘likes’, the
alternative analysis is to posit a CP complement of ‘believe’, and estab-
lish the gap in the Subject position of the embedded clause, illustrated
in (3c). When the Object NP ‘her (friend)’ is encountered, the parse may
terminate. Hence, parsing a sentence containing a wh-Subject extracted
from an embedded clause requires a rapid reanalysis from a matrix
Object trace to an embedded Subject trace.

Parsing of a Subject wh-phrase extracted from a nonfinite clause is
actually more complex, as the steps in (4) show.

4) a. Who does Jane expect —— to fire Bill?
b. Whoi does Jane expect ti?

(one clause; matrix Object trace)
c. Whoi does Jane expect [IP ti to]

(first reanalysis: Object → Subject)
d. Whoi does Janek expect [CP [IP PROk to fire ti]]

(second reanalysis: Subject trace → PRO and Object trace)
e. Whoi does Jane expect [IP ti to fire Bill ]

(third reanalysis: PRO → Subject trace; deletion of Object trace; end parse)

The analysis proceeds as in (3) until the parser reaches the embedded
verb. In (4c), the parser can satisfy the theta and Case requirements of
the wh-phrase by assuming that ‘expect’, an Exceptional Case Marking
verb, can assign Case to a trace in Spec IP of the infinitival clause.
However, in (4d) this analysis must (very) rapidly be revised because if
the parser assumes that the trace is in Object position and that there is
an empty Subject PRO, all of the theta requirements of both ‘expect’
and ‘fire’ can be satisfied (4c). When the NP ‘Bill’ is encountered,
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however, the parser must return to the analysis of the gap as a Subject
of ‘to fire’.

In the L1 processing literature, considerable evidence exists that the
parser posits wh-gaps as early as possible (e.g., Stowe, 1986; Gibson
and Hickok, 1993; Fiebach et al., 2002). Juffs and Harrington (1995;
1996) found increased reading time at Subject gaps with advanced
Chinese-speaking learners of English as a second language. They inter-
preted this finding as evidence for a processing deficit in parsing sen-
tences such as (3), and argued that the inferior judgement ability of the
Chinese speakers on these sentences was because A-bar chains for 
wh-phrases are not necessary in Chinese. (A-bar chains are required for
topicalization, and wh-chains at LF may be required (Huang, 1982; see
also Xu, 1990; Aoun and Li, 1993). However, several issues remained
unresolved by Juffs and Harrington’s early work. First, it was not clear
that the absence of wh-movement in Chinese was really the cause of the
problems Chinese learners were having with sentences such as (3).
Comparison groups of learners whose L1 does have wh-movement are
also necessary because such learners should not have as great a prob-
lem processing wh-movement. If they do, then the influence of the L1
will be less convincing as an explanation.

A reviewer correctly notes that when considering L1 transfer in studies
of this kind, both L1 grammar and L1 processing preferences should fac-
tor into research questions. My assumption in this article is that Spanish-
speaking learners build L2 wh-chains in the same way that English native
speakers do, but that they might be affected by L1 processing preferences
because of other properties, e.g., pro-drop and the requirement that C0

contain lexical material in embedded clauses. For Japanese and Chinese,
both wh-in-situ languages, the assumption is that no wh-phrase filler-gap
relationships are created because they are unnecessary in the L1 (Aoun
and Li, 1993). Even if Chinese speakers have to process gaps in other
structures in the L1, evidence exists that gap processing in Chinese need
not be similar to English. Hsiao and Gibson’s (2003) study of relative
clause processing in Chinese concluded that Subject relatives are harder
than Object relatives because of the head-final nature of Chinese relative
clauses and the storage load that head-final relatives impose. In other
words, Chinese speakers process according to the demands of the L1, not
some generalized parsing algorithm that makes object relatives difficult in
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all languages. Inoue and Fodor (1995) point out that many questions
remain about how head-final language speakers parse their L1. Some evi-
dence exists that, despite the verb being clause final, parsing is also incre-
mental in Japanese. Data that support this assumption come from
processing studies of structural ambiguity in relative clauses in Japanese.
For example, many relative clause structures in Japanese are not distin-
guishable from simple sentences until the head NP appears (Yamashita
et al., 1993: 253). This is because Japanese allows null subjects and null
objects, and no syntactic or morphological cues are present that disam-
biguate such structures. Three assumptions follow from the type of
research just discussed. First, both Chinese and Japanese are have to deal
with ambiguity and reanalysis in their respective L1s. Secondly, the pars-
ing of the L1 is tuned to the L1 grammar, and not some set of universal
parsing procedures. Thirdly, this research supports the notion that the L1
grammar and L1 processing preferences are closely linked. It therefore
makes sense to hypothesize that the L1 grammar transfers as well as L1
processing preferences, and that both can affect L2 processing.

The second problem area for the Juffs and Harrington (1995) study
was that the stimuli provided insufficient evidence that Object gaps were
not a problem because the Object gaps in the stimuli coincided with 
the last word in the sentence. In the moving window technique, the last
word in the sentence has inflated reading times because participants are
beginning to make grammaticality decisions as well as reading that
word. This second problem was caused by use of stimuli from the
previous study (White and Juffs, 1998), but use of these stimuli had
been necessary to replicate those earlier findings. The present study
corrects this problem.

Finally, in studies of L2 sentence processing, within-group variation
in reaction times is quite large (Juffs and Harrington, 1995; Juffs,
1998). One possible reason for this variation is that individual differ-
ences exist with regard to working memory; this has been the case in
studies of L1 sentence processing (for a review, see Just and Carpenter,
1992). Although the construct of working memory, and the methods to
measure it, remain extremely controversial (Baddeley, 2000; Just
and Varma, 2002; MacDonald and Christiansen, 2002), one goal of the
present research was to investigate the potential of working memory
differences to explain within-group variation in L2 processing.
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Researchers have approached Working Memory (WM) from two main
points of view. The first is phonological short-term memory (STM), usu-
ally measured, by the ability to repeat in exact order a sequence of digits,
words or nonsense syllables (e.g., Baddeley et al., 1998; for a discussion
of this type of WM in second language acquisition research, see Ellis,
2001). The second component is a storage and processing capacity, some-
times referred to as part of the Central Executive (CE). One common
measure of this capacity is the classic reading span task (RST) of
Daneman and Carpenter (1980), in which participants must read sen-
tences aloud and then recall words that occurred in those sentences. It
remains unclear at present that working memory as a construct is fully
understood outside L1 college-age and intellectual-level participants
(Baddeley, 2000: 86–87; Roberts and Gibson, 2003). It is possible that
the first type of working memory is a component of the second, but
researchers report that it is only the RST that has predictive power where
individual differences in on-line language processing are concerned
(Daneman and Carpenter, 1980: 451; King and Just, 1991: 582).

WM as measured by the reading span task has not been included in
any studies of parsing in L2 in a generative framework. Harrington and
Sawyer (1992) and Berquist (1997) have used this measure to look at
individual differences in proficiency, and Kroll et al. used a variation of
this measure to investigate vocabulary. Myles et al. (1998; 1999),
Mackey et al. (2002), and Robinson (2002) have looked at working
memory in production data, learning an unfamiliar language, and at dif-
ferent stages of learning French syntax. However, many issues remain
unresolved in the use and interpretation of these measures, and space
does not permit a complete review of these problems (see Juffs, 2003).
It is therefore important to see this study as only preliminary in using
WM measures in on-line processing.

III Research questions

The research questions in this study appear in (5–8):

5) Can the Juffs and Harrington (1995) study be replicated? That is, are Chinese-
speaking learners as accurate as native speakers in rejecting ungrammatical
extraction, but less accurate than native speakers on grammatical extraction? Do
they have a reliably longer reading time in critical regions of the sentence
containing Subject extraction?
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6) Is there an effect for L1? Specifically:
a. whether there is wh-movement in the L1?
b. the basic word order of the L1, in particular the headedness of VP?

One expects learners with L1s that do not have wh-fronting to have prob-
lems similar to those of the Chinese speakers, but that learners whose L1
does have wh-movement will not. On the other hand, there might be an
effect for word order: for instance, Spanish speakers may pattern with
Chinese speakers (mainly SVO), whereas Japanese speakers (SOV) might
pattern differently. This latter prediction is based on Fender (2003), who
reports that Japanese-speaking learners have particular problems with
integration when reading simple sentences when compared to Arabic-
speaking learners. There are potentially two areas where differences might
be detectable: first in terms of accuracy in judging the sentences, and sec-
ond in terms of word-by-word parsing decisions. The third question, there-
fore, relates to where effects discussed in (6) are found in the data:

7) If effects are found, are the effects in (6) clear in:
a. accuracy;

b. word-by-word reading times.
8) To what extent can intra-group variation be explained by individual differences in

working memory?

IV Method

1 Stimuli

In order to answer the research questions in (5)–(8) a series of 
stimuli were developed based on the original White and Juffs (1998) and
Juffs and Harrington (1995) stimuli. Twenty-seven structures (160 items)
were included in a yes–no forced-choice grammaticality judgement task.
Only 7 structures, listed in (9), are reported on in this article:

9) a. * Who did Tom believe the claim that Ann saw —— at school?
(noun complement)

b. * Who did Tom hear the woman who saw —— on television?
(relative clause)

c. * Who did Ann meet the teacher after she saw —— last week? (adjunct)
d. Who does the nurse know —— saw the patient at the hospital?

(finite, Subject)
e. Who does the nurse know the doctor saw —— in his office?

(finite, Object)
f. Who does the boss expect —— to meet the customers next Monday?

(nonfinite, embedded Subject)
g. Who does the boss expect to meet —— next Monday? (nonfinite, Object)
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All the grammatical sentences could plausibly have a matrix clause
Object gap as well as an extraction from an embedded clause. In 
the earlier studies, the wh-extractions of some sentences could only
have come from an embedded clause, e.g., ‘Who did Mary insist ——
buy the tickets?’ This is because ‘insist’ allows only a CP complement.

2 Participants

Participants who did not achieve an overall accuracy of 60% or more in
the acceptability judgement tests on declarative clauses with complex
NPs and relative clauses were excluded from the analysis. It is neces-
sary to require participants to correctly accept complex sentences with
embedding. This is because if they cannot accurately judge such declar-
ative sentences, they cannot be expected to judge wh-extractions out of
those sentences (Schachter, 1989). Twelve Chinese, 8 Japanese and 11
Spanish speakers were excluded based on this screening. The remain-
ing participants were as follows:

● 30 Chinese-speaking learners (wh in-situ, predominantly SVO, with
the exception of the ‘ba’ construction);

● 28 Japanese-speaking learners (wh in-situ, SOV); and
● 46 speakers of Spanish-speaking learners (wh-movement, predomi-

nantly SVO with the exception of clitic pronouns).

There was also a comparison group of monolingual native speakers of
English (n � 22). All participants received payment for their participa-
tion in the study.

The grammar and vocabulary sections of the Michigan English
(Corrigan et al., 1978) was administered to ensure that the learners
were equal in general proficiency. As can be seen from Table 1, some
differences among the groups was apparent as measured by a GLM
ANOVA. One way to make the groups equal in proficiency would 
have been to eliminate many participants of higher proficiency from 
the Chinese and Spanish groups. However, elimination because of these
scores would mean reducing the participant pool somewhat artificially
on the basis of this test that used discrete points. I therefore decided to
include as many participants as possible, and remain cautious in inter-
preting any between-group differences.
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3 Moving window procedure

Before the test, a list of all the words in the sentences was given to the
participants. The list was in alphabetical order, and participants checked
any of the words they did not know. On arrival at the test, the partici-
pants knowledge of the vocabulary items was checked. The method
used to collect the data was the moving window procedure (Just et al.,
1982; Papadopoulou, this issue). In this procedure, a participant reads
the stimulus sentence one word at a time; pressing a button each time
he or she is ready for the next word. In this way, the participant deter-
mines the reading speed, and not the experimenter. As each new word
appears, the previous word disappears, thereby preventing the partici-
pant from ever seeing the entire sentence on the screen at once. The
time each participant takes to read every word is recorded. Once the last
word has disappeared, the program prompts the participant to record a
decision of ‘possible’ or ‘not possible’. The stimuli not reported on in
this article included 6 tokens of a wh-extraction from a matrix clause
followed by an adjunct clause. In addition, there were 3 tokens of wh-
questions in one clause, and 3 tokens of monoclausal declaratives.
These were included to prevent an expectation in the participants that
there would only be successive cyclic wh-movement, or only (long) bi-
clausal sentences.

4 Working memory

The following measures of working memory were collected:

● A Daneman and Carpenter (1980) test of working memory in English
based on Harrington and Sawyer (1992).
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Table 1 Michigan test results: raw scores

Michigan Chinese Japanese Spanish F df p

M* SD M* SD M* SD

Vocabulary 28.33a 7.67 20.39a 6.21 26.65 7.58 9.6 2,102 .0002
Grammar 29.8b 6.0 25.07b 5.28 26.89 7.26 4.042 2,102 .0205
Total 58.03c 12.59 45.46c,d 10.32 53.45d 13.96 7.29 2,102 .0011

Note: *Means that are co-superscripted are reliably different



● A reading-span test in the L1. The test, developed by Osaka and
Osaka (1992), was used for the Japanese-speaking participants,
whereas in-house tests were developed for those participants who
were Chinese-speaking or Spanish-speaking. (Both of these tests, like
Osaka and Osaka (1992), took their sentences from High School text-
books.) An important modification to standard reading-span tests was
that the target words for recall were not the final word in the sentence
for any of the tests. This is because in Japanese the final word will
always be a verb. Since the words in the Japanese test are sentence-
internal, a decision was taken to make all the RST tests have
sentence-internal words as the target of recall.

● Two word-span tests, in L1 and L2. A real word-span test was used
rather than a nonword test of the phonological loop (Baddeley et al.,
1998).

V Results

I first present results for accuracy in judgements and then for word-by-
word reading profile. Alpha was set at .05 for all statistical tests. If a
significant omnibus F statistic was found, the Tukey procedure was
used to identify any reliable differences among the means of the groups.

1 Accuracy on judgement of ungrammatical and grammatical 
wh-extraction

Accuracy on judging ungrammatical extractions appear in Table 2. The
means in Tables 2 and 3 are reported as decimals because participants
received a score of 1 for each correct response and a score of 0 for each
incorrect response: the numbers in the table are means out of 6 calcu-
lated from each participant’s scores in each group. All groups correctly
reject ungrammatical wh-movement at a level above chance. For exam-
ple, a score of 0.66 indicates 4 out of 6 correct, a score of 0.75 means
4.5 correct and so on.

A General Linear Model (GLM) Type III sums of squares is a type
of ANOVA used when cell sizes are unequal. This procedure was used
to explore the data with Language and Structure as independent vari-
ables. The L1 effect (F 3, 122 � 2.62, p � .0538) comes very close to
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reliability. This is because the mean for the native speakers, about 4.5
out of 6 correct, is not that much higher than the nonnatives. The Tukey
procedure did show all comparisons to be reliable except that between
the Japanese and Chinese groups. The accuracy scores here are low.
However, in the self-paced reading paradigm, even accuracy by native
speakers in their own language can be low. For example, Hsiao and
Gibson (2003) report similar percentage correct for native speakers of
Chinese reading complex relative clauses in Chinese. Clearly, the pro-
cessing load of reading, retaining and integrating on line makes com-
prehension and judgements more difficult on line than in paper tests
where the full sentence can be reviewed at leisure.

The accuracy results for grammatical long-distance extractions from
embedded clauses appear in Table 3. All groups correctly accept grammat-
ical wh-movement at above chance level, but there is some variation by
language and structure type. Subject extraction from a finite clause is par-
ticularly difficult for all learners, including the Spanish-speaking learners.
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Table 2 Mean accuracy scores on ungrammatical sentences

Structure Chinese Japanese Spanish English

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Complex NP 0.72 0.44 0.66 0.47 0.73 0.44 0.79 0.41
islands (n � 6) (9a)

Relative clause 0.67 0.47 0.65 0.48 0.72 0.45 0.72 0.45
islands (n � 6) (9b)

Adjunct islands 0.66 0.47 0.70 0.45 0.72 0.45 0.73 0.44
(n � 6) (9c)

Table 3 Mean accuracy scores on grammatical sentences

Structure Chinese Japanese Spanish English

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Subject extraction 0.59 0.49 0.63 0.48 0.64 0.47 0.73 0.44
finite (n � 6) (9d)

Object extraction 0.70 0.45 0.68 0.46 0.75 0.44 0.79 0.41
finite (n � 6) (9e)

Subject extraction 0.69 0.46 0.62 0.49 0.74 0.44 0.76 0.43
nonfinite (n � 6) (9f)

Object extraction 0.67 0.47 0.70 0.45 0.70 0.46 0.79 0.41
nonfinite (n � 6) (9g)



An analysis of the differences among the participants was carried out
using the GLM procedure, with Language (4) and Structure (4) as inde-
pendent variables. There was a main effect for Language (F 3,
122 � 4.51, p � 0.0049). Once again, all groups were different from
each other with the exception of the Japanese and the Chinese learners,
who were not reliably different. There was also a main effect for
Structure (F 3, 366 � 4.02, p � 0.0078). All structures were reliably
different from one another, with the exception of the extractions from
nonfinite clauses. This means that Subject extraction from a finite
clause was reliably more difficult than other extraction types, and that
Object extraction from a finite clause was the easiest. Extractions from
nonfinite clauses fell between these two. There was no Language by
Structure interaction.

2 Reading profiles of correct responses to sentences with 
grammatical wh-extraction

Unless otherwise stated, all reading times are from responses where the
participant correctly judged the item possible in the case of grammati-
cal long-distance extraction. Reading times for error data were replaced
with missing values for all participants. Each statistical analysis is also
based on data that were screened, by Language group for each word in
each sentence type, for outliers of reading times that exceeded 3 stan-
dard deviations from the mean for that language group. Reading times
that were removed based on this procedure were replaced with missing
values. Elimination of data creates unequal cell sizes for the statistical
analysis; moreover, reaction time data tend to be positively skewed
(Cowan and Hatasa, 1994). To compensate for these characteristics in
the data, all analyses of reading times used log transformations of the
data using the General Linear Model (GLM), Type III Sums of Squares,
with the Tukey procedure used for all post hoc analyses. Two points 
are important when considering the reading profiles presented here.
One point is that the initial few words and last words of each sentence
are read at approximately the same speed by all participants, including
the native speakers. This result indicates that mid-sentence differences
in reading times reflect true differences in processing decisions at those
points, and are not due to differences in script from the L1 (e.g.,
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Chinese characters or kana) and the alphabetic script of the L2, English.
Secondly, the native speakers were not included in the statistical analy-
sis because their accuracy is higher, and the variation much lower; the
inclusion of the native speakers would thus always lead to an overall
reliable F statistic. The profile of the native speakers should be used for
comparative descriptive purposes only (see also Fender, 2003: 298).

Figure 1 provides an illustration of Subject extraction; Object extrac-
tion is shown in Figure 2. The spike in reading time on the embedded
verb that can be observed in Figure 1 is similar to that found in Juffs
and Harrington (1995); however, the Japanese also increase in reading
time on the head noun of the Object in Figure 1, whereas all other
learner groups decrease in reading time. Moreover, encountering a
Subject NP in the lower clause of an Object extraction in Figure 2 does
not ‘surprise’ the learners. In order to explore the differences between
the two reading profiles, a three factor GLM procedure (Language (3),
Structure (2), Trial (2)) was conducted on the main verb, ‘suggest’ in
the example figure, and the following word, the embedded verb in
Figure 1 and the first element of the embedded Subject NP in Figure 2.
The relevant means and standard deviations are in Table 4.

The analysis shows a reliable effect for Language (F 2, 102 � 10.23,
p � 0.0001), with all groups reliably different from one another. In
addition, there were reliable effects for Structure (F 1, 101 � 51.80,
p � 0.0001), a reliable effect for Trial (F 1, 101 � 50.29, p � 0.0001),
a reliable Structure by Trial Interaction (F, 1, 102 � 40.79, p � 0.0001)
and a reliable Language by Structure by Trial interaction (F 2,
102 � 3.54, p � 0.0326). Essentially, these results show that the all
language groups are different from one another: the order of processing
difficulty is greatest for the Japanese, then the Chinese and Spanish
respectively. Clearly, the Japanese have the greatest difficulty with
Subject extraction. Moreover, the reliable Language by Structure by
Trial interaction shows that the Japanese, Chinese and Spanish all had
relatively more difficulty at this point in the sentence with the Subject
extractions than with the Object extractions. Hence, the processing data
reflect the accuracy data here, with the exception that the Chinese
participants are reliably different from the Japanese.

The parsing profiles of nonfinite clauses appear in Figures 3 and 4.
In the case of nonfinite clauses, the issue is whether encountering the
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Object gap in the embedded clause leads to processing break-down.
Clearly, these problems are not the same as for extraction from finite
clauses. Recall that the processing load will occur once the Object gap
is encountered because the previous analysis of a Subject extraction
must be revised at this point. Therefore, a three factor GLM procedure
(Language (3), Structure (2), Trial (2)) was conducted on the embedded
verb, e.g., ‘hire’ in the example in Figure 4, and the following word, the
preposition in Figure 4 and the first element of the embedded Object NP
in Figure 3. The result of this analysis is that there was a main effect for
Language (F 2, 102 � 10.19, p � .0001). In this case, the Spanish and
the Chinese are not reliably different from one another, but they are
both reliably different from the Japanese. Since the Japanese were not
matched with the other two groups in proficiency, no clear conclusion
can be made about the effect of the head position of the VP. However,
the data do suggest that the Japanese speakers have special problems in
processing verbs. There were no other reliable effects or interactions,
except a near reliable interaction of Language and Trial (F 2,
101 � 2.66, p � 0.0745). These results suggest the profile of the
Japanese tends to drop in Object extraction more sharply than the other
language groups. These results reflect those reported in Juffs (2004) for
the same participants processing garden path sentences.
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Table 4 Means of critical area from Figures 1 and 2

Structure Trial Mean SD

Chinese
Subject Word 5 776.35 480.30
Subject Word 6 1148.47 728.13
Object Word 5 692.66 441.34
Object Word 6 768.74 442.90

Japanese
Subject Word 5 939.30 559.79
Subject Word 6 1265.70 693.80
Object Word 5 896.62 515.94
Object Word 6 862.07 512.46

Spanish
Subject Word 5 635.94 391.46
Subject Word 6 892.04 580.57
Object Word 5 625.09 366.04
Object Word 6 701.85 481.61
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3 Working memory

The relationship between the measures of working memory and read-
ing times are reported in Tables 5–8. Results are reported as correla-
tions, where in Tables 6–8 ‘Total’ refers to the total number of points in
the Michigan vocabulary and grammar sections. Correlations are
reported with the reading times on the embedded verb from the Subject
extractions from finite clauses that are illustrated in Figure 1. This verb
was taken as the point where processing load was highest, and where
individual differences in working memory would most likely show an
effect (Just et al., 1996: 778–79). The figures in the table, in descend-
ing order, are the r statistic and the p value if it was reliable.

The data in Tables in 5–8 show reliable relationships among the mea-
sures of working memory but not between these measures and the over-
all proficiency or the reading times. The finding that the working
memory measures for the Reading Span and the Word Span correlate,
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Table 5 English-speaking participants (n � 22, accurate wh-data only)

English word English reading wh-Subject extraction 
span span second verb 1

English word span 1
English reading span 0.62 1

0.0018
wh-Subject extraction 

second verb 1 –0.32 –0.20 1

Table 6 Chinese-speaking learners of ESL (n � 30, accurate wh-data only)

Total Native Native English English Wh-subject
Michigan word reading word reading extraction 
score span span span span second verb

Total 1
Native word 0.18 1

span
Native reading –0.01 0.09 1

span
English word 0.34 0.33 0.16 1

span 0.0593 0.07
English reading 0.11 –0.13 0.68 0.13 1

span 0.0001
Wh-subject 0.05 –0.03 –0.13 –0.11 –0.15 1

extraction 
second verb
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Table 7 Japanese-speaking learners of ESL (n � 28, accurate wh-data only)

Total Native Native English English Wh-subject 
word reading word reading extraction
span span span span second verb

Total 1
Native word 0.12 1

span
Native reading 0.29 0.59 1

span 0.0009
English word 0.18 0.44 0.73 1

span 0.019 0.0001
English reading 0.12 0.37 0.57 0.62 1

span 0.053 0.0015 0.0004
Wh-subject –0.34 –0.001 0.08 –0.045 –0.12 1

extraction 0.08
second verb 1

even for the native speakers, is remarkable in itself and is discussed in
greater detail in Juffs (2003).

VI Discussion

The results reported in the previous section permit the following
answers to the research questions for this study. First, the Juffs and
Harrington (1995) results are largely replicated. Chinese-speaking
learners of English show sensitivity to ungrammatical vs. grammatical
wh-movement. Moreover, learners show a reliable asymmetry between

Table 8 Spanish-speaking learners of ESL (n � 46, accurate wh-data only)

Total Native Native English English Wh-subject 
word reading word reading extraction
span span span span

Total 1
Native word 0.24 1

span
Native reading 0.27 0.45 1

span 0.0013
English word 0.23 0.47 0.23 1

span 0.0008
English reading 0.21 0.28 0.58 0.11 1

span 0.0001
Wh-subject 0.08 –0.13 0.08 –0.14 0.07 1

extraction 
second verb



accuracy on grammatical Subject wh-movement from an embedded
finite clause with Object extraction from a finite clause. The accuracy
results, even for the on-line measures, are lower than those reported by
Juffs and Harrington (1995). This result may be due to the greater
length of the sentences that were used in this study. The stimuli were
11–12 words long compared to 7–8 words long in previous research.

The L1 clearly affected accuracy for the grammatical wh-extractions,
but marginally so for the ungrammatical extractions. Although this
result must be treated with caution because the Japanese group is not
proficiency matched to the others, it suggests that in accuracy, the lack
of wh-movement in the L1 is a disadvantage for overall for these struc-
tures even when other proficiency measures show no difference. The
availability of wh-fronting in the L1 provides a clear advantage for
judging wh-movement in English in this on-line task, even though
Spanish requires a complementizer in the head of embedded lower
clause and does not require an overt Subject. However, the statistical
analysis of the results in Table 3 shows that the Spanish-speaking par-
ticipants, although they are more accurate overall, show the same asym-
metry on the accuracy measures for grammatical Subject and Object
extraction. This result indicates that they have similar difficulties with
parsing these structures.

The reading profiles confirm that the locus of difficulty is indeed the
embedded verb in Subject extractions from finite clauses. Clearly, the
Japanese-speaking participants encounter the greatest difficulty, even
though there were not reliably different from the Chinese on accuracy.
The Japanese-speaking participants take the longest time to read both
the finite and the nonfinite embedded clauses. The reading profiles sug-
gest that the Japanese have problems not only with Subject extraction,
but also with integrating objects into the parse. This result confirms the
integration problems found by Fender (2003) and Juffs (1998) for
speakers of SOV languages. Once again, the Spanish-speaking partici-
pants are not immune from the effect of encountering a second verb in
the embedded clause. Although they are able to parse these structures
more quickly, they show similar effects. This result, taken with the
accuracy data, casts doubt on Juffs and Harrington’s (1995) suggestion
that the inability to process changes in the features of a wh-chain is the
source of the Chinese learners’ problems with Subject extraction.
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The word-by-word processing results from the sentences containing
wh-extractions from nonfinite clauses do not provide strong support for
the wh-processing account either. The parsing profile is much flatter
than that of Subject extractions from finite clauses, even though the pre-
dicted parsing difficulties are similar in terms of gap re-analysis. The
obvious difference is the juxtaposition of two tensed verbs in embedded
finite clauses. Therefore, it is essential to examine further the contribu-
tion of finiteness, because tense plays a role in Case assignment to a 
wh-chain and is marked by overt morphology in the verb in English. The
syntactic context of two tensed verbs next to one another, as in Object
relative clauses (e.g., ‘the tiger that the lion chased climbed the tree’) in
contrast to Subject relative clauses (e.g., ‘the tiger that chased the lion
climbed the tree’) was examined by Jelliffe and Juffs (2004). These
authors found a similar parsing profile for the two verbs in an Object
relative clause as was found in these data for Subject wh-extraction
from a finite clause. An Occam’s Razor account could therefore be that
the learners experience severe garden path effects with two finite verbs
next to one another, an effect also experienced by native speakers,
albeit far less severe. Williams et al. (2001) made a similar suggestion.
They found that processing of wh-structures by nonnative speakers was
similar to native speakers, but that when nonnative speakers were garden-
pathed, they had much greater difficulty in recovering from a misparse.
It may therefore be possible that all of the learners are being garden-
pathed by unfamiliar structures rather than failing to build wh-chains.

Marinis et al. (2003) point out that it is not possible with the type of
data presented in Juffs and Harrington (1995), and ceteris paribus in
this article, to distinguish between theoretical approaches that analyse
wh-gaps as independent from the verb that subcategorizes for the dis-
placed filler and theories that posit independent wh-traces. This is
because in English the verb is always next to the gap, unlike in German
where the finite verb and gap-site need not be adjacent. Remarkably,
Marinis et al. (2003) found no L1 effects in processing wh-gaps in
learners of English as a second language. This finding also suggests that
L2 learners are well able to form and interpret wh-chains.

The results reported in this article might be construed as supporting
an argument in Felser et al. (2003: 478) that L2 learners do not parse
incrementally, but rather delay integration in a way earlier proposed for
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native speakers in Fodor (1978). Although that claim may be correct for
the adjunct attachment that these authors investigate (relative clause
attachment in ambiguous sentences such as ‘the reporter phoned the
boss of the secretary who was reading a book’, where ‘who was read-
ing the book’ could conceivably modify either ‘the boss’ or ‘the secre-
tary’), it does not seem to be correct in general for L2 processing. If this
were the case, one would not expect learners to experience garden path
effects (Juffs, 2004; Juffs and Harrington, 1996) or to exhibit the kind
of accuracy and parsing profile asymmetries reported here and in Juffs
(1998). The less radical position is that L2 learners used verb-argument
structure information, but not a filler-gap strategy.

The working memory results failed to show any relationship between
parsing the Reading Span measure of working memory, or the Word
Span measure of working memory. This was true of the measures taken
in the first and second languages of the participants. It is possible to
divide learners into groups of high working memory and low working
memory. However, Juffs (2004) showed no reliable results with the pro-
cessing of garden path sentences using this approach. Since no reliable
correlations were found in those data, further analysis was not con-
ducted due to space limitations. Juffs (2003) analyses these and other
data in greater detail.

VII Conclusions

The results of this study replicate Juffs and Harrington’s (1995; 1996)
results to some extent. They had shown that advanced nonnative speak-
ers show sensitivity to grammatical and ungrammatical wh-extraction,
even in an online task. In this respect, their L2 performance resembles
that of native speakers. However, the experiment in this article also
shows that success in on-line processing of wh-movement in the L2
depends only to some degree on whether the L1 has overt wh-movement
because all learners experienced Subject–Object asymmetries in pro-
cessing grammatical wh-extraction. If there is no wh-movement in the
L1, word order in the L1 has an additional negative effect on process-
ing. The word-by-word reading time data suggest that a garden path
caused by two finite verbs appearing next to each other may be a better
explanation for these data than the one originally proposed by Juffs and
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Harrington (1995). If this is true, the implication is that not only do 
L2 learners have sensitivity to grammatical vs. ungrammatical 
wh-movement, but that they also have an ability to reassign features to 
wh-chains during processing performance.

Several important limitations of the study require attention. First,
because the processing of nonfinite clauses appears to be easier than a
Subject wh-extraction from a finite clause, it is clear that parsing effects
that the theoretical framework had predicted were not sufficiently pre-
cise. In future work, the role of tense and/or tense morphology in pro-
cessing and the presence of two adjacent finite verbs call for careful
study with the same group of learners. Secondly, the Japanese group
was not proficiency matched to the Chinese and Spanish groups, mak-
ing direct comparisons difficult. Further research is needed to investi-
gate the role of the L1 and the role of particular configurations of verbs
within complex sentences (e.g., relative clauses) to see whether L2
learners are using processes that are either based on their L1, or some
other algorithm that is not compatible with formalisms that have been
developed to describe competence. Finally, the role of working mem-
ory needs to be carefully investigated with more sophisticated statisti-
cal analysis.
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